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Prague, November 9th, 2020 

 

 

Hello Health Minister Dr. Jan Blatny, MD,  

and disgraced Health ex-Minister Col. Prymula, and to you other participants or readers of this 

global - worldwide open letter,   

 

 

Health Minister Dr. Blatny, you are probably completely unaware of clashes I have had with 

Vojtech and Col. Prymula in the past months over their negligent and at times obtuse and 

counterproductive public health policies. We have not clearly seen your approach to health 

policy yet so our group and The Lightning Bolt reserve judgment at this time on that matter. 

However, there are some serious legal actions that are already in motion, and this email is to 

advise you of such and give you an understanding of our position. 

 

There is an old saying in the USA regarding the dreaded 1918 Spanish flu pandemic... "those 

that refused to wear masks were burying in mass those that were so freaked out by the 

propaganda and fearmongering that they wore the masks".  If you will pay attention to the 

contents of this message... maybe a light bulb will come on.  

 

I think we can all agree on this... all of us alive today on the planet had ancestors that survived 

the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic that proved to be a completely different form of pandemic as to 

the true causes of most of the deaths that were reportedly in the tens of millions.  Historical 

reports range from 20 to 50 million died, but most of them did not die of Spanish flu 

influenza.  There has not been a true pandemic since 1918 and even that one was not as 

advertised.  More on that is elaborated on below. 

 

The following was directed mostly at Hamacek, Razova, and Col. Prymula until his hasty exit, 

and those that have aided and abetted this scam on your nation.  However, this is information 

you need to know to stay out of future problems.  The entire Czech government is long overdue 

on a wake-up call and there are massive legal repercussions coming in the very near future.  

 

The recent Col. Prymula faux pas that got him suspended is interesting in two ways.  First, the 

insufferable arrogance that "Masks are for thee... not (Col. Prymula) me!"  Secondly, Col. 

Prymula clearly signaled to everyone that he knows the masks are utterly worthless in 

stopping a virus… but they make for a great "stage prop effect" to terrorize the Czech citizens. 

 

That faux pas was during the same time Col. Prymula was handing down one edict after another 

adding more irreversible health and economic harm on the Czech people and businesses. 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 
 

That must have been some "what we will do? what we will do?" meeting between President 

Zeman and PM Babis about what to do about Col. Prymula (and Faltynek).  We had heard the 

names such as prof. MUDr. Aleksi Šedo, DrSc. Czech physician, biochemist and patho-

biochemist. In the years 2012-2020 Dean of the 1st Medical Faculty of Charles University in 

Prague, from September 2020 Deputy Minister of Health. DrSc. MUDr. Alena Šteflová, Ph.D.  

https://www.kulovy-blesk.cz/
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with Health Ministry since 2017, and name of doc. MUDr. Jan Blatný, MD, Ph.D., Chief 

department of pediatric hematology and biochemistry at University Hospital Brno and member 

of EAHAD - The European Association for Hemophilia and Allied Disorders run up on public as 

trial balloons as being the possible replacement.  
 

The fact that Col. Prymula was not removed from all posts and functions related to the COVID-

19 pandemic due to his personal failures, and many people are questioning why, has a distinct 

odor that possibly blackmail is the only reason that saved him from final judgment and execution 

and being completely kicked out of any Czech government input. He and Mr. Hamacek are 

probably keeping themselves company on the COVID-19 theatrical Plandemic Task Force. 
 

This email is also going out to Dr. Milan Kubek and the complete Board of The Learned Society 

to cover all possibilities which are explained below. A replacement for Col. Prymula has been 

selected but MUDr. Blatny may find himself in a frying pan or tossed into the fire faster than he 

can imagine. If that happens then both President Zeman and PM Babis have to go running 

around in hand wringing fashion to find yet another replacement, a third Health Minister in 3 

months. That is also explained in detail below. 
 

Has anyone in the Czech government taken the time to talk to Dr. Sona Pekova, MD, PhD, Tilia 

Laboratories, Pchery Czech Republic, a recognized expert in immunology and virology?  She is 

an expert on SARS Cov-2 / COVID-19.  We met with her and her husband Dr. Miroslav Pek MD 

on Easter Sunday for about 4 hours.  Does anyone at Czech Health Ministry know that there is 

something very odd and not naturally occurring about the part of the SARS CoV-2 genome 

designated as "5' UTR"?  The PLOS website refused to publish her scientific paper because its 

findings based on 1,795 tests and genome analyses she performed "did not fit the Official 

Theatre Narrative". 
 

We are aware that when SARS CoV-2 first appeared, the CDC sent out a global alert for all 

scientists to focus on the 3' part of the genome.  That is the part that mutates very fast on any 

virus and made little sense at the time but does now as intentional misdirection by a US 

government health authority.  RNA viruses mutate fast and is why vaccines with little efficacy or 

none is a sad reality. 
 

Does anyone at Czech Health Ministry or Public Hygiene know that SARS CoV-2 is not an 

airborne virus?  Even the CDC has finally been forced to admit that and then flipped in the other 

direction when they realized they had slipped up and uttered the Truth.  At times even the 

heavily under pressure WHO has let it slip that COVID-19 and "airborne" are not to be used in 

the same sentence. 
 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! for not paying attention or even listening to competent and honest 

doctors and scientists in the Czech Republic or from other countries!  

 

As we expected, my October 14, 2020 email to Col. Prymula and other key persons in Czech 

government (CZ Parliament, CZ Senate, CZ Ministries, CZ President Zeman, CZ PM Babis) is 

running over 90% favorable approval of my stance against Col. Prymula and absurd policies of  
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the Health Ministry. Those same approval ratings hold for the 3 emails I sent to former minister 

Adam Vojtech before he resigned or was forced out for cause. 

 

You will all find out soon enough the level I am in nanotechnology, including nanoPharma, and 

why major scientists and attorneys from around the world are joining us in putting this COVID-

19 scam out of business.  From 2002 to 2005 my nanotechnology team was Pentagon TSWG 

(Technical Science Working Group) and DARPA as the top nanotechnology group in the USA 

and world.  We refused to be relegated to doing only biological nano-weapons and genetic 

specific weapons and moved the company to Europe June 2006. 

 

Maybe as a practicing medical doctor in hemophilia and allied disorders, you – Health Minister 

Dr. Blatny you can confirm the following regarding the poor medical judgement of wearing 

masks in cold and damp weather.   There is additional information below about the bad and 

negligent medical advice of wearing masks.  Additionally, this is a copy and paste from a 

bestseller book I wrote and part of it addressed a serious problem a certain type of CBW vaccine 

was creating in several million people in the US military and NATO. 

 
Factor X Deficiency [1] is normally an inherited disorder that prevents normal blood clotting [hemophilia].  

 
 [1] http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/000553.htm 
 

As the new Health Minister Dr. Blatny, do you know what causes Factor X Deficiency or even 

normal Factor X levels to convert over to Factor Xa and create an overproduction of fibrin and 

cause blood clotting all over the body, or at times virtually instant death or severe disability from 

pulmonary embolisms, heart attacks or strokes?  I do and so does my entire scientific team.  That 

is why we walked away from the US CBW and genetic weapons research and development.  We 

have extremely high-level technology and better things to do than dream up ways to harm 

people. 

 

Prior to being appointed as the new Health Minister on October 29, 2020, have you heard the 

terms "COVID eyes" or "COVID toes"?  They are both clear evidence of DIC and extreme 

irritation of mucous membranes as relating to eyes and tear ducts.  Most doctors in the world that 

faced such symptoms used hydroxychloroquine, Zinc, Vitamin C and D, one of several different 

antibiotic or antiviral medicines, and anticoagulant blood thinners to head off the internal 

clotting.  Most of their patients made it, many did not that had doctors following the official and 

negligent medical advice of certain government officials and health persons that proved to be 

incompetent or willfully providing advice that was seriously harming (pulmonary fibrosis) health 

of people or killing people. 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

Some were even treated with anti-IL-6R therapy in the form of Tocilizumab to block severe 

cytokine storms.  There are some Czechs alive today due to a tip I gave a scientist and doctor in 

CR.  The first such patient was the woman passenger of the Uber driver, who was dangerously  

 

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/000553.htm
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close to having to be put on lung ventilation support.  For the record, the Uber driver was the 

first person in CR that was given REMDESIVIR and that did not work as advertised. 
 

Furthermore, we have 82 autopsies of "COVID-19 fatalities" and have located many more that 

will be subpoenaed for trial.  About the most opposite global medical scam, the condition of 

hemophilia is what has caused the deaths of 68% of those 82 people that did not die of anything 

related to the SARS CoV-2 mantra and propaganda.  They died of pulmonary thrombosis (blood 

clotting in the lungs) and DIC (disseminated intravascular coagulation) all over their 

bodies.  There are only a few ways to create pulmonary thrombosis and DIC in the human body 

and none of them are a result of any airborne virus that is alleged to cause respiratory problems 

such as SARS CoV-2.   
 

Would you recommend ventilators for patients that are suffering not from SARS CoV-2 but 

pulmonary thrombosis or DIC?  That was in many cases an assured death sentence for about 

90% of those patients placed on lung ventilation. 
 

We have tried to find autopsies in the Czech Republic but have yet to either find any or find a 

person that would cooperate.  If any autopsies were performed in Czech Republic, did the 

coroner(s) note that the lungs were very heavy and filled with fluid as is the case when 

eosinophilia is present as a cause of death?  The US military defines that as "mystery 

pneumonia" but that is merely to prevent a medical chain of evidence from accumulating.  They 

know exactly what causes DIC, DVT, eosinophilia and even huge spikes in amyloidosis.  We 

were the nanotechnology team that proved to them what the problem was, and they chose to 

ignore it and pretend that all was fine and OK. 
 

Also, as we expected might happen, the "ULTIMATUM" email sent to Col. Prymula by The 

Lightning Bolt on October 20, 2020 has prompted some insiders to come forward and provide us 

with key information and some damning evidence as to the extent of the fraud the Health 

Ministry, Public Hygiene and others are engaged in over at the Czech national level and also at 

some of the local governments. 
 

Col. Prymula's actions since the October 14 email from me, the October 18 protest at Old Town 

Square, and the October 20 Ultimatum have all the markings of being the acts of a thin-skinned 

cowardly tyrant suddenly hit in the face with the facts and truth.  That Col. Prymula proved 

himself to be a scofflaw towards his own mandatory mask mandates, and all restaurants must 

be closed to inside guests except where he dines will be remembered... but not fondly.  What is 

disconcerting is Col. Prymula seemed to be willfully oblivious to medical and scientific facts 

from all over the world and evidence that will bury him and anyone else playing along in this 

scam and fraud on the Czech people and the citizens of other countries. 
 

There is no SARS CoV-2 pandemic, the real pandemic is government tyranny, media hype and 

bureaucratic stupidity, incompetence and corruption in the face of overwhelming medical and 

scientific evidence that it is time to cease and desist harassing and harming your economy and 

citizens.  
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

"The Truth is like a lion, it does not have to be defended.  Just let it loose... it will defend 

itself.  St. Augustine".   
 

The Health Ministry Post-Old Town Square protest narrative and actions are both absurd and 

childish.  The swift punishment of bars, restaurants, and then all shops is even more telling... and 

petty.  Many of the persons at Old Town Square were owners of bars and restaurants that the 

Czech government seems to be intent on wiping them out of business.  Many of them are either 

in deep and dire financial distress or are already at the threshold of losing everything due to 

Czech government policies regarding COVID-19 and based on flimsy to nonexistent medical and 

scientific basis. 
 

That businesses are closed on whims and fearmongering, not scientific and medical facts, is 

inexcusable. 

 

Seriously? Face masks required on the streets and in cars if two persons are inside or more? 

Shops forced to close due to spikes in the common cold and early onset of flu season, or PCR 

tests tainted by forced wearing of masks and then we have the alleged "COVID-19 Positive" 

result, where the test result is absolute fraud?   

Has anyone at Czech Health Ministry ever heard of the Solar Minimum?  It has a huge effect on 

the climate of Earth and temperatures.  The weather has been unseasonably cool in June, much of 

July, and generally very chilly and damp in August, September and October.  On many days’ 

jackets were needed since June.  Does anyone at Health Ministry or over at Public Hygiene 

remember that at all? 

https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/09/05/global-cooling-noaa-confirms-full-blown-grand-solar-

minimum/ 
 

Many parts of Europe just had the coldest summer on record for the past 30 to 60 years 

depending on where on the map.  Add in the useless and unnecessary face masks you have 

created a formula for disaster. 

https://watchers.news/2020/07/29/norway-records-coldest-summer-in-nearly-60-years/ 
 

Does anyone in your Health Ministry factor in how an abnormally cold and damp summer and 

fall weather contributes to early onset of common cold and flu season?  Or, does your ministry 

subscribe to the mystical junk science projection approach of incompetent morons like 

Defendant Professor Neil Ferguson, formerly Imperial College London, who has never been 

remotely close to being right on any projection in his entire career?  Also, entirely discredited is 

Defendant IHME at the University of Washington that played a key role in driving the lunacy of 

USA states controlled by Democratic governors.   
 

Is anyone in your Health Ministry or government aware that both Defendant Imperial College 

London and Defendant IHME received very large financial grants from the Defendant Bill & 

Melinda Gates Foundation in 2019 to just make things up about how deadly SARS CoV-2 was 

going to be?  They needed junk science so they can push on the people their most junk political 

and media narrative – we call it TREASON! 

https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/09/05/global-cooling-noaa-confirms-full-blown-grand-solar-minimum/
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/09/05/global-cooling-noaa-confirms-full-blown-grand-solar-minimum/
https://watchers.news/2020/07/29/norway-records-coldest-summer-in-nearly-60-years/
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

The "predictions" and grossly exaggerated projections of both Ferguson and IHME regarding 

COVID-19 "First Wave" were ludicrous, have been proven to be utterly ridiculous and wrong, 

and that same fate meets the non-existent "Second Wave" soon. 

 

Furthermore, is anyone in your health ministry even cognizant of the Great Barrington 

Declaration and that the WHO Director General recently announced they are behind this 

approach? 
 
IN BRIEF 
Facts: More than 44,000 scientists and physicians and more than 446,000 
people have signed the Great Barrington Declaration and opposed the second 
COVID-19 lockdown, because they say it is doing much more harm than good. 
Reflect On: Why are views and stories opposed to the WHO censored, ridiculed, 
and largely ignored? Why are they not discussed openly and transparently? 
The implementation of the current draconian measures, which are so extremely 
restrictive of fundamental rights, can only be justified if there is reason to fear that 
we are in real danger of a truly extremely dangerous virus. Is there any scientific 
data to support this claim about COVID-19? I argue that the answer is simply 
NO. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, a specialist in microbiology and one of the most quoted 
scientists in German history, read more about him. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://gbdeclaration.org/#sign
https://gbdeclaration.org/#sign
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/11/01/update-nearly-45000-doctors-scientists-sign-declaration-opposing-covid-lockdowns/
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

The WHO has created its own credibility problems in announcing the fake pandemic alert in 

2009 regarding Swine flu that turned out to be a very mild season and was nowhere close to 

deserving being designated as PANDEMIC. It was FAKE based on totally preposterous 

fearmongering by Big Pharma criminals and former WHO Director General Margaret 

Chan went along with the bogus advice so Big Pharma could make lots of money. Margaret 

Chan never would admit who gave the bogus advice to her, but we know exactly who they are 

and both UK persons and UK entities are also now named Defendants. 

 

The WHO has now quietly backed themselves into another FRAUD PANDEMIC DILEMMA in 

admitting that the global death toll for COVID-19 was no more serious than Swine flu. That 

raises an even bigger dilemma for lying government officials pretending all deaths were COVID-

19 and Swine flu went on holiday for 2020. The WHO has now reduced their COVID-19 

mortality rate fearmongering by factors ranging from 3.8x to 7.7x fold. That correction 

indicates an overall death toll of 1.3% and is a typical influenza season and yet more proof of 

MORE FRAUD rather than some “novel coronavirus PANDEMIC” that was utter nonsense 

the day they issued “PANDEMIC ALERT” due to paid for idiots like Professor Neil 

Ferguson and IHME! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is there anyone in the Health Ministry that even vaguely remembers that Baxter Laboratories was 

caught shipping Swine flu vaccines that had live H5N1 avian flu to 18 nations to try to make 

that bogus PANDEMIC happen and it still failed?  Or that those shipments by Baxter were from 

their plants in Slovenia, Austria and the former Baxter plant at Bohumil Czech Republic? 
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Does anyone over at Health Ministry have functioning "connect all the dots" brain cells that can 

recall that the former head of Baxter International when those H5N1 tainted Swine flu vaccines 

were shipped in 2009 and 2010 to 18 nations is now the current President and CEO of Novavax, 

Gaithersburg MD, USA?  Novavax, CEPI, WEF, Wellcome Trust, Gates Foundation, Praha 

Vaccine a.s. (India) and Bohumil... any light bulbs come on yet due to that information?  Yes, all 

of them are named as Defendants, too. 

 

The WHO is already aware they are a named defendant in the US criminal racketeering, 

bioterrorism and abuse of human rights lawsuit.  Under the US criminal racketeering laws, the 

statute of limitations is 10 years so both the fake pandemic of 2009-2010, the shipment of 

Swine flu vaccines tainted with live H5N1 avian flu even from the Czech Republic, plus and the 

current fake SARS CoV-2 pandemic are active issues and the US court has subject matter 

jurisdiction over both fake pandemics and any person, government or corporation globally that 

aided and abetted others. 

 

Live in your own fears, delusions and corruption, the vast majority of Czechs detested Vojtech 

and Col. Prymula and know all too well that "Col. Prymula & Truth" is an oxymoron, i.e. two 

words that should never be used together in a sentence. 

 

You – government folks lying to your constituents can wear the mask all you want.  Most of us 

including myself do not view you as our doctors or even being remotely concerned about our 

health, or even competent at what you do!  In short, your credibility problems rank way down 

there with the WHO for good cause and valid reasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/A_TcW9fYnX8
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! – you folks force yourselves to wear the filthy masks and stop 

bullying the citizens of Czech Republic or anyone visiting here or studying in university here. 

You are becoming an EMBARRASSMENT to the Czech Republic! 

 

Maybe some people in Parliament, the Senate and other ministries know what the purpose is of a 

Petri Dish?  If any of you in Czech government have noticed since the masks mandate you have 

more hoarseness, coughing up more phlegm than usual, more sinuses and runny nose issues... 

that photo above is the reason why.  The human respiratory system needs both intake and 

exhaust, and it is not healthy to block either intake or exhaust for any extended period. 

 

Additionally, what you see in the Petri dish above also taints the PCR tests and makes useless 

false results. RNA from that Petri dish above is NOT COVID-19 but absolutely does affect the 

PCR test results. 

 

Information received November 2, 2020 from an RN in the UK that is an ICU nurse.  It is global 

news that PM Boris Johnson has locked down the entire UK… based on bogus information and 

outright lies from his science advisors… who refuse to release their data for such draconian 

measures.  Those advisors are named Defendants, too, and were also involved in the fake 2009 

False Pandemic alert. 

 

There is NO COVID-19 in sight, but large spike in antibiotic resistant PULMONARY 

STAPH infections due to filthy, useless and unnecessary masks!!!  
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

We are going to share something with you that will probably wake up a lot of people, tens of 

millions in fact that will be receiving and reading this email... even if it does not wake you up.  

 

The original proponents for wearing masks were the Czech Republic (Defendant Health Minister 

Adam Vojtech and Col. Roman Prymula Epidemiologist) later on USA (Defendant Anthony 

Fauci of NIAID, and Defendant Dr. Sandra Birx) and also UK (primarily Defendants Health 

Minister Hancock and Chris Whitty of SAGE) where the media played an integral part with all 

that theatrical mantra and the fictitious pandemic projections in main role (Defendant Neil 

Ferguson and Defendant IHME incl. MSM).   

 

Defendant Dr. Redfield testified before the US Congress as the Director of CDC that his "mask 

was better protection than any vaccine" and most people saw that for what it was... a blatant 

lie.  Dr. Fauci has danced back and forth on mask mandates and then admitted recently in a TV 

interview that "the masks are useless in stopping a virus".  Fauci knows that people are onto 

what you are about to learn reading below.   

 

We think a majority of people already know that the common cold is due to a coronavirus and 

there is no vaccine for that, nor is there a vaccine for SARS CoV-1 (2003) or MERS 

(2009).  Governments are deluded if they think a majority of their people are holding their breath 

waiting for any miracle vaccine for SARS CoV-2.  No vaccine has ever been developed for any 

RNA coronavirus because they mutate too fast to get that done and effective. 

 

In the past there was a huge amount of hand wringing and hyperventilation around the world 

when the Defendant NIH, Defendant NIAID (and Defendant Dr. Anthony Fauci), Defendant 

CDC and Defendant USAMRIID (bioweapons lab) exhumed many bodies that had purportedly 

died of the dreaded 1918 Spanish flu pandemic.  Their findings have been generally hushed up 

and Dr. Fauci was one of the lead researchers on that team and co-authored their findings in a 

study published in 2008. 

 

Masks were deemed mandatory also in 1918 all over the world, before there was medical and 

scientific technology to prove that masks were futile in stopping a virus.  Now such technology 

does exist, yet politicians and health officials act like they are completely, or willfully, unaware 

and oblivious that no readily available mask will stop a virus.   

 

What they did learn and note the Petri dish above if you have forgotten already, is that a vast 

majority did not die of the 1918 Spanish influenza.  That is now a known fact.  The death rate 

due to influenza was very high for that year but was minimal compared to the overall death 

toll.  Overall it was not the 1918 Spanish flu, that was the driver of what they defined as 

PANDEMIC that purportedly infected 500,000,000 people and claimed 20 to 50 million of lives. 
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

The majority, into the tens of millions of people, died of bacterial bronchial pneumonia or 

pneumococcal pneumonia due to excessive wearing of masks.  That is now a known 

fact.  Those two potentially lethal respiratory disorders are caused by overloading the human 

respiratory system with viruses, bacteria and fungi... just like the Filthy Mask photo above and 

what is growing in the Petri dish.  We have better drugs and medical systems now, but anyone 

that thinks wearing a mask that does not protect a person from anything is useful, beneficial and 

healthy may well need to go see a psychologist about their phobias or have to be tested in a 

competency review that they have even the slightest clue what they are doing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2599911/pdf/nihms76103.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2599911/pdf/nihms76103.pdf
https://www.google.ae/search?q=wear%20a%20mask&tbm=isch&hl=cs&tbs=rimg:CXN9FmoLkCiFYZEtEMZs_1q3t&sa=X&ved=0CBsQuIIBahcKEwjI3-232e3sAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQGw&biw=1349&bih=657
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

The following graphic was done by an engineer with a family that has Czech roots.  Defendant 

Anthony Fauci is very aware of this information and what the findings were of the scientific 

study his team conducted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where did you first hear the term "Second Wave" and who was urging everyone that they had to 

social distance and wear masks? 

 

If that information does not wake you up, every one of you at Public Hygiene and Health 

Ministry needs to be dismissed for laziness, incompetence and for cause.  There are numerous 

articles in the NIH and PubMed websites about what they found in researching the 1918 

Spanish flu pandemic that turned out to be a mask induced bacteria pneumonia pandemic 

that killed tens of millions of people.   

 

Do your own research!  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2599911/ 

 

We are not surprised in the least that major forces in EU and USA are attempting to block a 

Danish peer reviewed study from publication right now proving the mandatory masks are 

worthless. 

https://thenewamerican.com/more-covid-censorship-controversial-danish-mask-study-hits-

publication-blockade/ 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2599911/
https://thenewamerican.com/more-covid-censorship-controversial-danish-mask-study-hits-publication-blockade/
https://thenewamerican.com/more-covid-censorship-controversial-danish-mask-study-hits-publication-blockade/
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

It is refreshing to see many Czechs out on the streets refusing to wear the useless masks.  You 

can only fool people for so long and soon your mask fraud will be exposed for all to see.  If that 

cost you votes and seats, or government jobs... tough luck after you have devastated the lives of 

many Czechs.  Incompetence or malfeasance deserves to be fired and removed from the 

government over-lording process. 

 

That you are bullying and threatening competent nurses, doctors and scientists from speaking out 

on the truth to perpetuate this scam... SHAME ON YOU ALL! Your lies will never be the 

TRUTH.  Get accustomed to that "OLD NORMAL" where the Truth really does matter. 

 

Do not delude yourself into thinking that The Lightning Bolt matter is merely a blip on the 

Czech radar screen.  Soon all governments will know they have infuriated hundreds of millions 

and soon even into the billions of people that have a unified message for people like you that is... 

NO!  We do not want or need your medical advice that has the appearance of medical 

incompetence and fraud. 

 

As you read this, Lightning Bolt UK, Ireland are about to launch, and Lightning Bolt USA, 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, France, Spain, Italy, Slovakia and Germany are in formation.   

 

For the record and as a notice to the other recipients of this email that may not know yet, a 

criminal bioterrorism complaint was filed in Prague on April 21, 2020 under Czech laws and PM 

Babis, former Health Minister Vojtech, Minister Hamacek and others they postponed this 

notification through the Public Prosecutor's Office. Now the entire world will know about such 

deceit and malfeasance of office by the Czech government in this colossal COVID-19 

government - media propaganda scam and the carnival show of stupid actions and stupid policies 

that are doing serious harm to the Czech economy and its people can start. 

 

My attorneys in the USA already have a copy of that April 21, 2020 document and so do many 

other law firms in the EU that are assisting with preparation of a huge international lawsuit. 

 

Even the several times delivered written request for implementation of a Parliamentary 

Investigation Commission prepared by The Lightning Bolt has gone unanswered. Hiding from 

the Truth does not deter the truth; it merely delays the inevitable that truth always conquers 

lies.  I can clearly see the Czech people are turning against you, have you figured that out yet? 

 

We are not sorry at all that Hamacek and CSSD got kicked to the curb in the recent 

elections.  The Czech Republic was intended to no longer be a communist block nation when 

USSR left almost 3 decades ago.  That some of those dinosaurs still have input or influence in 

Czech Republic... SHAME ON YOU ALL! That many of you cannot now smell the mendacity 

and Bolshevism back in your faces right now via this COVID-19 scam is very odd.  Most people 

old enough to remember the foul stench of mendacity and Bolshevik totalitarianism... can see it 

and smell it quite clearly all over the Czech Republic right now, especially in Slovakia.  
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

According to the known trans-humanism psychopath Klaus Schwab, founder of World 

Economic Forum, "by 2030 you will own nothing and be happy about that".  Does that sound 

like Bolshevik communism to you?  Forfeit or give up all you have to the state and a global 

government that could not care less about you?   
 

Is that really the sort of post-2030 future you want for yourselves, your children and 

grandchildren? 
 

It is enough to make an observant and critical thinking person ask... exactly whose side is the 

Czech government on? Apparently, your citizens and their well-being mean nothing to you folks 

over in the Ivory Towers. 
 

Do you actually think any court in the world will believe that during the 2019-2020 Swine flu 

season the Czech Republic had 95% fewer flu cases than the previous influenza season so those 

numbers could be shifted over to the faked COVID-19 column to support your nonsense 

narrative?  Out of close to 10,700,000 Czech citizens, it is not hard to find out how many got flu 

shots versus those that never take the flu shots.  Of course, most of that was on Vojtech's watch 

but Col. Prymula was apparently working on an entirely new angle to scam the citizens of the 

Czech Republic to create and falsely inflate non-existent cases. 

 

Do your work.  We have yet to find in 7 nations even one person that did not get the 2019-

2020 flu vaccine but still got COVID-19.  There are scientific and medical studies on that 

correlation.  Do your jobs and do the research! 

 

The Defendant CDC is already bracing themselves for the thrashing they will take in a court of 

law.  They have already basically declared that the influenza season in the USA for 2020-2021 

has been cancelled this year so they can stack and rack the bogus Second Wave 

statistics.  Actually, the map the CDC has issued is not even close to the reality in USA as flu 

season has already started in the northern part of USA along the Canadian border. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/10/martin-armstrong/klaus-schwab-says-you-will-own-nothing-in-10-years/
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

 

Check the latest from Ireland.  It has now been shown that the real COVID-19 deaths, from 

COVID-19 alone... are well under 100.  Compare the reality to what the 4 "Covid Tracker 

Dashboard" websites say the death toll was in Ireland versus what a full audit based on cause of 

death facts found.  https://epidemic-stats.com/coronavirus/ireland  Less than 1 in 18 were really 

COVID-19 and yet more proof of more fraud. 

 

When put to the task of accountability on Health Ministry figures the stated numbers for Czech 

Republic will suffer the same fate as being totally, completely 100% faked for this nonsense 

COVID-19 narrative, fearmongering and bioterrorism. 

 

The abundance of evidence is that SARS CoV-2 is not airborne and was delivered by flu 

vaccines where those are mandatory or highly recommended all over the world.  The evidence 

alone out of Bergamo Italy makes it abundantly clear that the inducement of the very high death 

rate in that city were the "experimental vaccines" and was not COVID-19.  Is the Czech Health 

Ministry going to allow a Second Wave "Dark Winter" slaughter of elderly Czech citizens by flu 

vaccines and those with comorbidity issues as has already happened in this current global 

scam?  If your answer to that is yes... 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

There are recent scientific studies that people are 5x to 7x more likely to get a severe lung 

infection, including from a coronavirus, after getting the flu shots.  DO THE RESEARCH! 

 

Former Czech Main Hygiene Officer Eva Gottvaldova was apparently forced out for refusing to 

play along with this 4th Rate Theater scam Czech government is running.  Her replacement 

Jarmila Rážová is mentioned again below in the summation and is currently engaged in 

falsification of numbers of COVID-19 cases to fit the current propaganda, nonsense, 

fearmongering and bioterrorism emanating from Health Ministry press conferences. We 

have reports from multiple areas of the Czech Republic where doubtful numbers of COVID-19 

positive cases are not being truthfully reported... they are being tested asymptomatic persons and 

result numbers are being multiplied 7 to 8-fold, and in some places, they are being increased 

above the physical possibilities to even made such number of tests.  

 

We had already put former health minister Col. Prymula on notice that well before October 14, 

2020 we were aware of outright fraud by Col. Prymula, Hamacek and Czech Main Hygiene 

Officer Jarmila Razova as to their artificially manipulating and reporting falsified numbers.   

 

English version, page 3 of 19: 

https://www.kulovy-blesk.cz/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Prymula_ENG_final.pdf  

 

Czech version, page 3 of 19: 

https://www.kulovy-blesk.cz/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Prymula_CZE_final.pdf  

 

https://epidemic-stats.com/coronavirus/ireland
https://www.kulovy-blesk.cz/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Prymula_ENG_final.pdf
https://www.kulovy-blesk.cz/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Prymula_CZE_final.pdf
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

These "projections" reek of manipulation and will be challenged on the basis of information that 

insiders have provided The Lightning Bolt, that there is outright fabrication, manipulation and 

multiplication of test results going on right now, and the number of cases is absolutely not 

reflecting COVID-19 illness: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seasonal swine flu took many more lives in the USA than COVID-19.  Now a known and 

admitted fact by a US government health agency and EuroMoMo.eu reported the same for 

Europe.   

 

Now even the WHO is reeling backwards because they know HELL is about to be unleashed on 

them for yet another FAKE PANDEMIC ALERT and the inherent damage they have caused 

along with others aiding and abetting racketeering, bioterrorism, abuse of human rights and 

colossal economic damages. 

 

This is an absolute certainty that this minor coalition ANO government is about to be faced with 

and harshly.  We can assure you, that the laws of gravity, physics, chemistry, medicine, science 

and human biology have not graciously altered themselves for the agenda of this minor coalition 

ANO government. 
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

You take 1 useless inaccurate PCR test + 1 person forced to wear a useless mask (build-up 

of viruses, bacteria, and fungi where swabbing) and test them = you will get a result but it 

is absolutely not COVID-19, and then just multiply or falsely report the truth to create 

bogus numbers.  That is colossal government, medical and scientific fraud. 
 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

President Milos Zeman was not very convincing as to why celebration of CzechoSlovak 

Independence Day on October 28 could not be held this year.  At the rate you idiots are wrecking 

the nation there may not be anything left to celebrate this time next year other than a complete 

Regime Change in the next national Parliament and Prime Minister elections and continue 

purging the CSSD-type dead wood over in the Senate.  
 

That Prague police yet again attacked with water cannon and tear gas on people convening to 

protest on the evening of October 28... the day before Dr. Blatny, MD was named as Health 

Minister by President Zeman... 
 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

October 22, 2020 – The government has agreed that military medics from the countries of the 

North Atlantic Alliance or the European Union will work in the Czech Republic. With the 

covidu-19 pandemic, up to 300 foreign soldiers-medics can come to help. The decision is not yet 

final, it must also go through parliament... does the Czech military really need 300 US military 

persons here in addition to 28 National Guard medical personnel from Texas and Nebraska due 

to dirty masks and worthless PCR tests? 
 

We have had multiple experts come forward to report that there is "no second wave" and the 

numbers are being intentionally falsified and inflated to fit the propaganda narrative of the Czech 

government offices, Col. Prymula, Public Hygiene and Hamacek.  Other nations are doing the 

same but they will get hammered in court, too.  The dreaded SARS CoV-2 is no more 

threatening than a bad case of the common cold or influenza.  Do not believe that?  Check into 

the recent statements of the reeling backwards on this scam World Health Organization, aka: 

WHO. 
 

If the new Health Minister Dr. Blatny, MD continues with policies that work against the public 

welfare and interest for Czech citizens, the Summation below spells out what steps we will take 

and have already initiated against the other named parties. 
 

Here is news of a "Second Wave" for you from the UK.  On Tuesday October 20, mandatory flu 

vaccines were administered to 25 persons in one elderly care facility.  These were large and 

potent doses given to elderly residents.  Within 48 hours there were 2 dead, 1 in serious life – 

threatening condition and 7 more have serious and adverse reactions; 10 out of 25 seriously 

harmed or dead due to flu vaccines.  
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

The dose amount and strength of the flu vaccines were significantly boosted... to kill the elderly 

exactly as was done in the 2019-2020 flu season and then whip up the media bullhorns to blast 

out the false COVID-19, or next a COVID-21 nonsense narrative about mutated virus.  

 

News from South Korea – within their annual flu shot vaccination campaign... 48 dead after 

administration of flu vaccine as of October 26, now 83 dead as of November 1, and they just got 

started 2 weeks ago.  Due to the surge in flu vaccine deaths in South Korea, Singapore has 

completely halted their program.   

https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/fears-mount-as-south-korea-probes-cause-behind-36-

peoples-deaths-after-flu 

 

Are you aware that the second volunteer (age 28, healthy male) for the AstraZeneca clinical trials 

(Oxford vaccine based on attenuated adenovirus, which is an ENT virus, not respiratory virus) 

has died due to severe neurological reaction and vaccine injury?  Many companies have quietly 

halted their vaccine trials due to adverse reactions and outright vaccine injury.   

 

Death caused by flu vaccine is not the dreaded "Covid-19", it is either manslaughter or outright 

murder.  Many will get criminal referrals beyond civil remedies and face those charges in a 

separate criminal trial, too. 

 

Are you aware that twice in April and June 2020, the Communist Health Minister of France 

Olivier Veran and President Macron approved the use of RIVOTRIL® to euthanize elderly in 

nursing homes around the whole France rather than to treat them? Recently last week that same 

order was given a third time as this bogus "Second Wave" and threats of a "Dark Winter" are the 

narrative being pushed.   

 

If you are not informed, the phrase "Dark Winter" that has been dropped by many politicians 

and media commentators was a USA table top exercise of a non-existent virus and pandemic, 

just like Event 201 was in NYC on October 18, 2019.  The same day as the Wuhan World 

Military Games opened earlier that day in their time zone. 

 

How many of your new hand wringing COVID-19 cases are merely the common cold or 

false results due to forced wearing of masks?  The PCR test cannot tell the difference between 

COVID-19, common cold, influenza, measles or Ebola, and that extends to detecting the RNA of 

bacteria and fungi, too.  You will get to answer those questions soon including why the number 

of cases is not only being falsified but multiplied... when they do not even exist.  You will also 

get to answer that for all of the alleged COVID-19 deaths, exactly what their ages were, 

comorbidity issues, if they really had Swine flu, or pneumonia, not COVID-19, etc., etc. and etc.   

 

We are aware that the first two deaths in Czech Republic were a 95-year old man and a male in 

his late 50's that was a stage four cancer patient.  Neither sounds like a solid COVID-19 case but 

were put on that list of deceased.   

 

 

https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/fears-mount-as-south-korea-probes-cause-behind-36-peoples-deaths-after-flu
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/fears-mount-as-south-korea-probes-cause-behind-36-peoples-deaths-after-flu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Military_Sports_Council
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Military_Sports_Council
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

Tanzania President John Joseph Mugufuli, PhD, holds a MSc and PhD in chemistry.  He could 

tell in the lab reports that something was amiss, so he sent fake samples to that same lab.  When 

even a goat, a pawpaw fruit, a papaya tested positive for COVID-19, it smells of rampant 

fraud.  At least the tests on the bird and the rabbit came back "indeterminate". 

 

Are you aware that the PCR antigen test, allegedly for COVID-19, has recently been 

proven to test positive on APPLE- PEAR JUICE you can buy in any grocery store? 

 

I did challenge Col. Prymula to go to any grocery store in Prague, test those fruits and vegetables 

to learn how many nonsensical test results he got back. Probably never go around to doing that 

being so busy preparing for his next "bioterrorism photo op" and out breaking his own rules at 

a local restaurant with his dinner buddy. 

 

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson was recently stating on video that only 7% of the PCR tests in 

the UK were valid, which equates to 93% of those same tests being invalid and fraud on the 

citizens of the UK.  How many Czech citizens are now being subjected to the same level of 

fraud by Czech Public Hygiene, Hamacek and the Czech Health Ministry office? 

 

Here is UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson in a lucid moment of 

candor:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85K_e4lT6as&feature=youtu.be 

 

Are you aware that in 1982 Stanley Johnson the father of PM Boris Johnson published a book 

titled "The Marburg Virus"?  That book has recently been republished as "The Virus" and has the 

following as its press hype and a new afterword to sum up the story line. 

 

"Initially published in 1982 as The Marburg Virus, Johnson’s "The Virus" reveals uncanny 

parallels with the current corona virus: the outbreak of a mysterious and deadly disease, the 

origins of which are traced to a medical student infected by a green monkey. It features an 

epidemiologist as its hero and a desperate search for a vaccine… 

 

In the afterword to his re-released "The Virus" Johnson, 79, says, ‘Will the fight again COVID-

19 be as successful as my fictional hero was in fighting the Marburg Virus? Thinking back to my 

own book, and its eventual happy ending, I can’t help feeling that Governments around the 

world, our own included, need to be ruthlessly focused on the search for an antidote or a 

vaccine. Without in any way diminishing the importance of precautionary measures of 

containment or mitigation, mass immunization would surely prove a crucial factor in stopping 

the spread of COVID-19 or in preventing further outbreaks, e.g. the “second wave” we are 

hearing about’." 

 

Ah yes, "uncanny parallels" just like DARK WINTER being resurrected from a fake pandemic 

exercise and that term now being used to describe the months ahead, and Event 201 being all 

about a coronavirus pandemic... even before there was such on TV.  Did any of you actually 

watch Event 201?  It had three re-occurring themes: 1.) FINANCE IT; and 2.) SUPPRESS  

https://lbry.tv/@otevrisvoumysl:7/prezident-tanzanie-testy-na-ly:f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85K_e4lT6as&feature=youtu.be
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anti-vax voices; and 3.) FLOOD THE ZONE with government and Big Pharma 

propaganda to drown out the others.  

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

This "ruthlessly focused" comment is only interesting in that many governments are 

ruthlessly focused on keeping this colossal scam from meeting its fate in a Court of Law, 

but that comes faster than they ever dreamed possible. 

 

Do let us know when you folks get tired of being played as fools or acting as fools. 

 

This is from last week in the UK.  An apple tested positive for COVID-19, which is utter 

nonsense and proof that the PCR is not worth the price of one, much less buying 10,700,000 

PCR test kits. SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

 
 

Regarding your latest lunacy of shutting down shops and offering 500 CZK per day to self-

employed persons.  How magnanimous... and… SHAME ON YOU ALL! for such an insult to 

your own citizens! 

 

Have any of you elected, appointed or worker bee government bureaucrats taken a cut in pay or 

salary that you are forcing upon almost everyone else in the Czech Republic? 
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What idiots like you have done to the Czech people... reparations to your citizens due to idiotic 

policies would lead to bankrupt not just small businesses and companies, but also to your 

government budgets for the next decades – this is the intention of globalists, which you are 

cowardly helping them to implement – TREASON!!! 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

The WHO has clearly stated stop the economic lock downs because they are increasing poverty, 

hunger and malnutrition of adults and children yet you keep heaping on the damage.  The WHO 

has also stated from the highest medical levels that... it is extremely rare for an asymptomatic 

person to infect anyone!  

 

Additionally, the WHO has publicly stated that the correct path is what the Great Barrington 

Declaration puts forth. We still have some reservations in regards of vaccination. 

 

If you dig deep you will find that the deferred surgeries and medical treatments for severe 

illnesses has already killed far more than COVID-19.  Add in growing rate of suicide due to 

ruined lives, the COVID-19 death toll is then laughable in an evil way, the other statistics are 

criminal.  The WHO has recently commented on that, too. 

 

Do you people over at Czech Health Ministry pretend to be smarter, more experienced and wiser 

than 7,000 of the world's foremost scientists, microbiologists, virologists and doctors?  If yes... 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

Furthermore, epidemiologist Dr. Michael Ryan MD of the WHO has recently stated that 

COVID-19 is no more infectious and not any deadlier than Seasonal Swine influenza was 

during the past flu season.  But still you keep heaping misery on your own citizens while busily 

falsifying COVID-19 cases and relying on a PCR that cannot tell the difference between the 

RNA of humans, animals, vegetables or fruits.  Worse... it cannot detect a live virus at all! 

 

This is a quote by Dr. Kary B. Mullis, PhD, Nobel laureate in chemistry.  Do you presume or 

assume that you know more about the PCR tests than its inventor? 

 

"These PCR (polymerase chain reaction) tests cannot detect free infectious viruses at all!"   

 

(Translation... your increased testing by PCR tests is proving nothing except fraud aiding 

and promoting bioterrorism.) 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/_dmQnXBIyV4
https://youtu.be/_dmQnXBIyV4
https://youtu.be/_dmQnXBIyV4
https://gbdeclaration.org/great-barrington-declaration-czech/
https://gbdeclaration.org/great-barrington-declaration-czech/
https://covid19.who.int/
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We presume you missed Dr. Anthony Fauci’s podcast in July 2020: 

 

July 16, 2020, podcast, “This Week in Virology”: Tony Fauci makes a point of saying the PCR 

COVID test is useless and misleading when the test is run at “35 cycles or higher.” A positive 

result, indicating infection, cannot be accepted or believed. 

 

“...If you get [perform the test at] a cycle threshold of 35 or more...the chances of it being 

replication-confident [aka accurate] are miniscule...you almost never can culture virus [detect a 

true positive result] from a 37-threshold cycle...even 36...” 

 

Each “cycle” of the test is a quantum leap in amplification and magnification of the test 

specimen taken from the patient. 

 

Too many cycles, and the test will turn up all sorts of irrelevant material that will be wrongly 

interpreted as relevant.  That’s called a false positive. 

 

What Fauci failed to say on the video is: the FDA, which authorizes the test for public use, 

recommends the test should be run up to 40 cycles. Not 35. 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

We now have pre-trial FOI responses based on Freedom of Information Act from many 

universities and governments that they have never isolated a SARS CoV-2 virus, which 

translates they have no clue whatsoever if it even exists.  Those FOI responses are now many 

times more in number on November 1, 2020. Of course, use of a PCR approach to testing, when 

they are clueless as to what they are looking for, is a good way to aid and abet fraud.  Those 

include the governments and multiple research universities of the USA, UK, Ireland, Canada, 

Australia and most recently New Zealand.   

 

Most recently that included the CDC of the USA and the CDC of EU. 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

Is Col. Prymula such a miracle worker epidemiologist and infectious disease expert he is smarter 

than all of them combined?  All of those nations cannot find a single SARS CoV-2 but only Col. 

Prymula, Razova and a few other ANO types can? 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

In the absence of isolating a virus (page39, last paragraph), NO RELEVANT vaccine can be 

developed, nor can a PCR test definitely and correctly identify a SARS CoV-2 / COVID-19 virus 

that even national medical labs and major research universities all over the world have not 

isolated or seen.  Your entire Health Ministry and Public Hygiene office seems to operate on 

"the garbage in is garbage out" business model.  There is an English word for it and that is... 

FRAUD! 

https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

CDC recently admitted they have never isolated or have ever seen a SARS CoV-2 virus.  They 

used something akin to a computer modeling "Tinker Toy Set", or Legos if you prefer, to just 

make up a scary graphic image of what they thought a SARS CoV-2 would probably look 

like.  As to what it actually looks like... no one at CDC knows and neither do the other 

governments or universities in other nations that have replied to the legal procedure of FOI (Free 

of Information) requests. 

 

Furthermore, CDC has now admitted in a scientific article that they isolated only 37 pairs of the 

alleged SARS CoV-2 genome, which has over 30,000 components, and created a computer-

generated model.  That is blatant scientific fraud... and so is the SARS CoV-2 and COVID-19 

scam. 

 

Evidence is mounting globally and even within the Czech Republic that this entire charade is 

standing on thin ice, and nothing under that but deep deadly cold waters or quicksand. 

 

Furthermore, under intense pressures from the Trump Administration to stop the CDC lie 

factory... they admitted to the following: 

 

The CDC recently admitted that their Covid-19 death count was off by a staggering 94%. So 

instead of the +200,000 US deaths caused by “COVID-19 only,” the number is actually 9,210. 

The remaining +200,000 fatalities were people with two or more serious underlying 

conditions, i.e. life-threatening comorbidity issues.  And most were 73 years of age or older. 

The 9,210 number proves that SARS CoV-2 / COVID-19 is mild compared to the last Swine flu 

season. 

 

Seasonal swine flu took many more lives in the USA than COVID-19.  Now a known and 

admitted fact by a US government health agency. 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

According to EuroMoMo.eu website (which does not receive data from LI, PO, RO, HU, SK or 

CZ) there were around 186,000 deaths in Europe due to Swine flu this past influenza 

season.  That eclipses even the wildest fabrications by many EU nations as to what their actual 

COVID-19 death toll was. 

 

Do you see the pattern?  UK PCR tests are 93% bogus and worthlessly inaccurate, CDC 

admits they falsified the numbers in a colossal fashion by 94%, and Czech Republic claims 

95% fewer Swine flu deaths in 2020 than the previous influenza season?  The Swine flu in 

Europe was not as bad as some recent years but to pretend it virtually did not exist in Czech 

Republic during late 2019 and 2020 is fraud. 

 

We find it odd and incriminating that Czech Republic claimed to have 95% fewer Swine flu 

cases this year than last year and CDC has now admitted they were off by 94% and grossly 

overinflated the COVID-19 claimed deaths, a mere 1% difference and CDC has already  

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm
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been forced to speak the truth.  Stacking and racking Swine flu or pneumonia + 

comorbidity deaths as fake COVID-19 deaths is FRAUD.  This goes way past the nonsense 

debate of whether a person died "with COVID-19" or "from COVID-19" to outright 

misstatements of facts. 

 

How many clues do you people purporting to be experts need to find the evidence of FRAUD - 

The Clue Store?  Your actions speak loudly that you are either aloof and utterly clueless, or 

incompetent, or hopelessly corrupt.  

 

Your most recent actions against your own citizens and businesses can be described with one 

English word... DESPICABLE. 

 

Another applicable word in English is... REPREHENSIBLE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All of the foregoing Canada recommendations are as useless and ludicrous as the mandatory 

masks that absolutely cannot stop a virus infection. 

 

Since you seem to live in "clueless" or in total corruption over the Czech Health Ministry and 

Public Hygiene, maybe the members of your government can read a graphic that shows how 

porous masks are and how small a virus is.  
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SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One scientist in America made the accurate analogy that the masks are as helpful as putting up a 

chain link fence around your backyard for the purpose of keeping out the mosquitoes. 

 

It appears to us that Vojtech, Razova and Col. Prymula and others seem to get some sort of sick 

pleasures out of terrorizing the elderly and children, not to mention economically damaging 

almost everyone in the Czech Republic that are being harmed by the idiotic policies coming from 

Czech Health Ministry and Public Hygiene.  The only other possible explanation is either 

incompetent or corrupt. 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

The actual by CDC published infection fatality percentage numbers of COVID-19 are as 

follows... even if a person really is infected and not merely the "government manufactured fake 

COVID-19 cases" that relies on a useless PCR test that tests for all RNA, not just SARS CoV-

2.  Go check those fruits and vegetables in the local grocery stores to get an education on the 

fallacy of PCR tests as a medical diagnosis tool: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/09/11/can-a-face-mask-prevent-coronavirus.aspx?cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20200911Z2&mid=DM647802&rid=961516617
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/09/11/can-a-face-mask-prevent-coronavirus.aspx?cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20200911Z2&mid=DM647802&rid=961516617
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html#box
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Those percentages are light years away from being a real pandemic, and that translates that this 

is all a big scam and FRAUD on humanity.  I will take my chances without your input or advice.  

Any pathogen, if it even exists, that has a survival rate of over 99.9% is not a pandemic and your 

pretending otherwise is outright FRAUD.  

 

We believe that Czech doctors, nurses, and hospitals can handle the "Covid-19 boogeyman" 

without the likes of Col. Prymula, Flegr, Kubek, Hamacek, Razova or any replacement for 

Col. Prymula that perpetuates this fraud against the Czech people.  Frankly, I do not request, 

want or even need medical advice from any of you regarding a SARS CoV-2 that no one can 

prove it even exists and PCR tests are clueless as to providing any proof whatsoever that a 

person has COVID-19 or merely a common cold. 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

However, really watch out for those flu vaccines (and unfortunately not only on them), they are 

already killing and injuring health of more elderly people in UK as of last week, 48 dead already 

in South Korea due to flu vaccine last week up to October 26, and 83 dead were announced now 

by November 1, and moreover in France they have issued a 3rd decree to administer medication 

RIVOTRIL®, which they have used to euthanize the elderly in the nursing homes which they do 

not wish to be medically treated. 

 

You should also dig deep into a case fact that we uncovered during our investigation and court 

case preparation. Simply ask EU bureaucrats why they approved the Johnson & Johnson 

Ebola vaccine for use all over Europe on July 2, 2020 when: 1.) there has never been even 1 

case of Ebola or death in EU; and 2.) the clinical trials in Africa are recruiting and in fact 

have not even started yet.  In short, EU approved a vaccine that has not proven to have any 

benefit or efficacy whatsoever for a disease that has never occurred in Europe. You can also 

ask the President of the Czech Medical Chamber Dr. Kubek straight away - why he didn't 

inform anyone about it, even though he has had written information about it from us since 

the summer of this year!   

 

Have your intelligence agencies detected that the New World Order wants to move at least 

100,000,000 Black Africans and Islamic people from certain nations into Europe, if they get their 

way in the steps you recklessly support? 

 

SHAME ON YOU ALL! 

 

Opposite from you, we are on the Front Line to stop this insanity at all costs and you can be 

assured, that all our legal warfare commences before the end of this year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04186000?term=johnson+%26+johnson&cond=Ebola&draw=2&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04186000?term=johnson+%26+johnson&cond=Ebola&draw=2&rank=1
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Summation: 

 

Be advised that suspended Health Minister Col. Prymula has now been added as a Defendant in 

the US District Court lawsuit on the basis of criminal racketeering, bioterrorism, abuse of human 

rights and a long list of other serious legal and judicial issues.  That will also include former 

Health Minister Adam Vojtech, Minister Hamacek and Public Hygiene Director Jarmila 

Razova.  We are still evaluating if PM Andrej Babis gets added as a Defendant but he would be 

in good company with the PM of UK, PMs of Canada, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand, and 

the other Health Ministers at national and provincial levels will be there to keep Col. Prymula 

and Vojtech company. We also evaluate and collect data for possible indictment of the following 

other people: Milan Kubek - President of ČLK, Doc. Mrozek - Vice President of ČLK, Ladislav 

Dušek - Director of the Institute of Statistical Health Information, Jaroslav Flegr – scientists, 

panic & fearmonger.  

 

If the newly appointed Health Minister MUDr. Jan Blatny continues the useless and 

abusive policies against Czech citizens and businesses, he will find himself named as 

Defendant, too. 

 

Additionally, I have instructed my US attorneys (that have affiliate law firms all over the world 

on big international cases) to collaborate with my Czech attorney on the preparation of an 

amicus curiae brief to be presented to the Czech equivalent of the Czech Supreme Court. 

 

The subject matter of that amicus curiae brief is why PM Andrej Babis, Minister Jan Hamacek, 

Public Hygiene Director Jarmila Razova, former Health Minister´s Adam Vojtech and Roman 

Col. Prymula should have to face charges of malfeasance of office, abuse of power by a public 

official,  medical malfeasance, criminal negligence, intentionally and falsely stating real 

statistics, manipulation of statistics, corruption, bribery, overpriced purchases of worthless 

medical supplies, non-sense decisions and orders, and ultimately possibly up to charges of 

treason against the Czech nation. Not to mention that all of your apparatchiks are proving daily 

to be bioterrorists. 

 

One of those parties that surfaced after the October 20, 2020 ULTIMATUM to you provided the 

missing links and those entities and their Czech representatives are also now named defendants 

in the criminal racketeering, bioterrorism and abuses of human rights lawsuit. 

 

Col. Prymula as we say made his bed of broken glass and rapidly dug his own professional and 

political grave. 

 

We will also be assisting the Rocco Galati lawsuit that he has filed against the Crown, Canada 

and Ontario, and the legal action that Dr. Reiner Fuellmich has brought against Germany, 

Merkel, health ministers, et al.  As for the criminal bioterrorism action filed in Prague on April 

21, 2020, it will move ahead as joined with the US District Court lawsuit.  If that proves 

embarrassing or uncomfortable to the Czech government, you have had since April 21, 2020 to 

do something other than absolutely nothing than engage in coverup and play along with the 

global scam supported by media bullhorn scam.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Aj3kE3gvIg
https://lbry.tv/sest-ih-reiner-fuellmich-zlo-iny-proti:8cf4f83f437a7ec85ef5f5f5928289709e67beaa?src=embed
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On November 2, 2020, Dr. Anthony Fauci stated on television that COVID-19 is spreading so 

fast in the USA that it will be 2022 before things get back to normal.  During the USA lawsuit, 

Dr. Fauci will be relieved of his job and face charges of criminal manslaughter due to willful and 

knowingly false medical advice he has provided to the entire world.  Other health “experts” and 

government leaders will be facing the same charges before all is said and done. 

 

Ignorance of the law is not a defense, and neither is laziness nor failure to research and check 

facts and truth, medically and scientifically.  The main stream media are neither doctors nor 

scientists. 

 

You need not worry about another communication from me. Plaintiffs do not talk to Defendants.  

The defendants can have their attorneys talk to Plaintiff’s counsel for 2,021 plaintiffs or face the 

US District Court, Washington DC in the biggest premeditated economic damages, wrongful 

death, medical & criminal negligence and fraud lawsuit ever filed on this planet 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Karl W. B. Schwarz 

Managing Director, CEO 

Tokata Nanotechnologies AG 

Kreuzlingen CH-8280  

 


